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Efficient ways of using information and communication technology  
service LearningApps.org at geography lessons 

In this article examined the features of the creation and application of didactic materials at the geography les-
sons which are created with an online service — LearningApps.org. and presents personal practical experi-
ence in using information technology tools in geography lessons with this site and analyzing the effectiveness 
of teaching. The aim of the research of interactive module LearningApps.org is the development of individual 
creative students’ skills in the informational medium of modern world in the course of teaching process. The 
use of the interactive LearningApps.org module at lessons of geography gives the chance to students to unite 
educational space freely. The registered users in this resource have an opportunity to use different available 
exercises. They are: animations, quizzes, rebuses, chronological lists and cycles of drawings. It 
LearningApps.org service is used in teaching process, lessons become interesting, and cognitive activity of 
students increases. The computer serves here not only as technical tool, but also at the same time as an assis-
tant. While preparing a project, it is necessary for students to find material, to define its structure, to connect 
them with each other and also it is necessary to analyze it. LearningApps.org service can be used at all stages 
of a lesson. In this article the effective aspects of this program is described at geography lessons.  

Keywords: interactive, education, technology, computer, modernity, information, service, online, education, 
activity. 

 

Introduction 

Teaching is not held mechanically, it works by finding informational — intellectual resources which are 
the source of ideas and energy, by knowing how to analyze and use it and on the basis of it by forming self-
governed individual in the world that evolves rapidly. Therefore, this conception is the main goal in educa-
tional system. Also this goal is required to accomplish objectives by implementing modern and innovative 
technologies of teaching. 

There are definitely advantages of modern technologies; firstly, a student has to be treated as an indi-
vidual who is considered to be taught in a comprehensive way. Secondly, it should be directed to develop the 
cognitive abilities, creativity, to increase vocabulary of students and also to be able to think critically. Third-
ly, this technology enables to work with gifted children systematically. Currently, many psychologists and 
teachers consider it as the main tool in teaching process which develops students’ intellect and knowledge, as 
well as the way of determining perception of knowledge consciously [1]. In this case, students are involved 
in the process of educational activities in collaboration to achieve goals through analysis of situations, check-
ing up each other and to show up the inner sense of getting education. Nowadays teaching the course of ge-
ography by using new technologies gives an opportunity for teachers to cover the whole class, enables to 
identify the gaps in knowledge in time, as for students, they can communicate with the teacher freely during 
class and have an opportunity to work with group mates together. Every day geography classes are becoming 
funny, interesting, self-dependent, and morover they can do whatever they are interested in spending time 
doing homework. 
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It’s presumed to solve the following tasks to meet the needs of information society in the field of 
education: through effective usage of computer hardware, Internet, computer networks, telecommunications, 
electronic and interactive means, electronic textbooks in educational process to improve the quality of 
education [2, 3]. 

Today it’s impossible to imagine human life without information technology. It becomes an integral 
part in everyday life and, indeed informational competence determines a certain level of knowledge of a 
person. 

Basic requirement for modern teachers is being able to work with new technologies, such as 
multimedia, interactive boards and computer; that’s to be competent in term of computing. 

Using computers in a comprehensive way increases the efficiency of conducted lesson and to organize 
the cognitive process of students. Nowadays students’ interests are growing to use computers. In the process 
of teaching through information technology the difficult and important task is to provide with software 
programs and pedagogic program tools. It increases the interest in studies and creative activity of students, 
they can use gained knowledge in other spheres in their future life. It’s considered that the future is in the 
hands of young generation, so the work of teachers is doubled in engaging students in scientific world, they 
teach to adapt easily to the requirements and interests of modern society and to develop their logical think-
ing. 

It’s impossible to take into account specificity of working of every student in traditional way of teach-
ing. And the problems mentioned above might be solved by using computer and its additional devices. 

Teacher observes each student’s way of working and has an opportunity to assist under-achieving stu-
dents without interrupting others. 

New problems are arising according to computerizing the educational system. It’s necessary to teach 
students to work with information in rapidly changing society. In this case only using traditional teaching 
methods can not solve the problem completely. Therefore, new effective teaching methods and technologies 
should be deeply applied in educational process. 

The skill of teacher is the result of searching. The great Russian teacher and scientist K.D. Ushinski said 
the following words: «Real teacher should increase his knowledge continuously, in case it stops he is not 
considered as a teacher any more [4]. 

I offer interesting and important interactive methods of teaching in educational process for teachers and 
participants at geography lessons. This technology gives me the opportunity to conduct lessons effectively and 
provide students to achieve good results. That's why ICT technology is one of the most effective technology. 
The main feature of using this method is productivity. In the learning process students should improve to make 
up tasks and questions using their theoretical knowledge through ICT. Thus, previous created didactic materials 
are useless for teachers. Various online servers appeared in order to solve this problem. Special applications can 
be created with the help of them. One of such servers is LearningApps.org [5]. 

Through LearningApps.org various exercises and applications can be created and also students’ home-
work can be checked at lessons (Fig. 1). 
 

 

Figure 1. LearningApps.org various exercises and applications 
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The main purpose of my work, considering the ideas which were mentioned above: 
– to reconsider the educational system, to create conditions for students according to their creativity to 

get oriented and step by step education. Nowadays it’s not enough to measure the quality of students’ 
knowledge by their knowledge, attitudes and skillis. The quality of education requires further personal de-
velopment, it’s measured how much gained knowledge is applied for prosperity of society. 

At present the use of information technology is necessary, because they are interested in subjects, 
improve practical skills, help to organize independent and self-study works and also to modernize, to in-
crease its quality. Thus, this issue is considered to be the most urgent subject according to its conclusion. 

The main aim of using LearningApps.org is to form information and communication competence. 
Main objectives are: 
− To improve the efficiency and quality of the educational process; 
− To increase cognitive activity; 
− To form information culture; 
− To improve information-processing skills, 
− To develop of aesthetic education through computer graphics and multimedia. 
The methods of my research are to examine basic types of teaching materials and to use different appli-

cations in the discipline «Social and economic geography of the World» through the service 
LearningApps.org. 

Main results 

During the research I’ve noticed the increase of quality of knowledge for 13–15 % at different stages of 
lessons. 

LearningApps.org is multimedia tool which supports audio, video, graphics, interactive system of con-
trol, and also provides an opportunity of organizing interaction. Multimedia tools enable for teachers to dis-
play statistical materials on the screen. With the help of multimedia it’s convenient to enlarge one object into 
fragment, to put several subjects on one screen in order to compare. It helps a lot for teachers of geography, 
because there’s no need to carry various visual aids. Therefore, one can notice achievements of multimedia 
devices. It’s easy to use multimedia, in other words, ability of thinking of students increases related to other 
subjects. Furthermore, it gives facilities to create an image of whole territory, especially in regional studies. 
Students get information in various spheres about organization of geographical process. The sequence of this 
process is the main requirement of teacher of geography. It calculates several projects and settle them. Crea-
tion of projections by handwriting take a lot of time, it can be done faster by using computer. 

The main applications of LearningApps.org: 
1. «Quiz «Who will win million» 
2. «Find a couple» 
3. «Find on map» 
4. «Sort the images» 
5. «Constructions» 
6. «Animation» 
7. «Crosswords» 
8. «The chronological chain» 
In my research while checking up homework I used geographical dictation at the 10th form on the theme 

«The political system of the World» by using LearningApps.org (Fig. 2). I used this method to control stu-
dents’ knowledge. It’s very convenient to control location of geographical features, new terms, dates. This 
type of dictation helps to develop students’ memory. In addition, geographical dictation is held through 
LearningApps.org saves much time. 

Furthermore, during conclusion of lesson tests can be organized through this application (Fig. 3). Test 
can be form of controlling quality of knowledge; on the contrary, it helps to determine attitude and skills of 
students resembling other methods. Moreover, tests can be performed by students to revise previous materi-
als and enables to determine quality of knowledge. 

While revising the theme «The stages of formation of the political map of the world» at the 10th form 
the game «Who wants to be a millionaire» was used with the help of LearningApps.org., which could be 
seen in Figure 4 below. Nowadays one of the objectives is not just provide students with knowledge, but to 
give profound knowledge. It’s being shown in recent literatures. In this case, a teacher’s main purposes are: 
the ways in which students won’t be tired and being given the opportunity to idleness and provide profound 
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knowledge. From this point of view, implementation of games in teaching process is one of the solutions of 
this issue. There are lots of games in application LearningApps.org which are shown above. 
 

 

Figure 2. «The political system of the World» by using LearningApps.org 

 

Figure 3. Lesson tests 

 

Figure 4. Game «Who wants to be a millionaire» 
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− There will be positive physiological atmosphere 
− They are required to be responsible to make decision at lessons 
− Learning materials is more difficult compared to materials of traditional way of teaching. 
The results of using learningapps.org are: students can share ideas, achievements, emotions, knowledge 

and skills with parents, group mates, and teachers, can use internet and learn to select necessary information 
themselves. 
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География сабағында ақпараттық-коммуникациялық технологиясының бір 
бағыты — LearningApps.org сервисін қолданудың тиімді жолдары 

Мақалада LearningApps.org онлайн-сервис көмегімен жасалған география сабағында дидактикалық 
материалдарды жасау жəне қолдану ерекшеліктері қарастырылған, сонымен қатар география пəнінде 
ақпараттық технология құралдарын қолдану бойынша тəжірибе ұсынылған, нақты айтсақ, 
LearningApps.org-сервисі жəне оқытудың тиімділігі сарапталған. LearningApps.org интерактивтік 
модулін зерттеу мақсаты — қазіргі заманауи ақпараттық ортада студенттердің нəтижелі жеке 
шығармашылық қабілеттерін оқу үрдісінде дамыту. LearningApps.org интерактивтік модулін 
география сабағында қолдану арқылы студент білім кеңістігіне еркін ене алады. Бұл ресурс тіркелген 
пайдаланушыға өзі құрастырған немесе дайын əртүрлі типтегі жаттығуларды қолдануға мүмкіндік 
береді, олар: құрастырғыштар, анимация, əртүрлі сайыстар, сөз жұмбақ, хронологиялық тізбек, 
суреттер топтамасы. LearningApps.org қосымшасының тапсырмаларымен жұмыс істеу кезінде оқу 
үрдісі қызықты өтеді жəне студенттердің танымдылығы арта түседі. Компьютер бұл жерде тек құрал 
ретінде əрекет етпейді, ол көмекші болып табылады. Себебі өнім жасау үшін материалды табу, оның 
бастысын анықтау, бір-бірімен байланыстыру жəне оны өндеу қажет. LearningApps.org қосымшасын 
оқу үрдісінің əр кезеңінде қолдануға болады.  

Кілт сөздер: интерактивтік, білім, технология, компьютер, заманауи, ақпарат, сервис, онлайн, білім, 
əрекет. 
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Одно из эффективных направлений  
информационно-коммуникационной технологии —  

применение на уроках географии сервиса LearningApps.org  

В данной статье рассмотрены особенности применения на уроках географии дидактических материа-
лов, созданных с помощью онлайн-сервиса LearningApps.org. Представлен личный практический опыт 
по применению средств информационных технологий на уроках географии, а именно сервиса 
LearningApps.org, и анализируется эффективность обучения. Цель исследования интерактивного 
модуля LearningApps.org — развитие в процессе обучения индивидуальных творческих способностей 
студентов в современной информационной среде. Использование интерактивного модуля 
LearningApps.org на уроке географии дает возможность студентам свободно входить в 
образовательное пространство. Зарегистрированные на этом ресурсе пользователи имеют 
возможность использовать составленные самими или имеющиеся разного типа задания: анимации, 
викторины, ребусы, хронологический перечень, цикл рисунков. При использовании LearningApps.org 
сервиса в процессе работы уроки проходят интересно, повышается познавательная деятельность 
студентов. Компьютер здесь не только служит техническим средством, но и является помощником в 
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учебе. Чтобы приготовить продукцию, нужно найти материал, определить его состав, связать друг с 
другом. Сервис LearningApps.org можно использовать на всех этапах урока.  

Ключевые слова: интерактивный, знания, технология, компьютер, инновация, информация, сервис, 
онлайн, образование, деятельность. 
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